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Nome, Alaska - NACTEC residential programming 2021-22 opening postponed  
 
 

Due to the current surge of COVID cases in Alaska and the Norton Sound region, NACTEC’s 2021 

residential programs will be delayed in opening. The October 1st Norton Sound Health Corporation press 

release identified that 40 of 100 active COVID-19 cases were located in Nome. “Alaska is one of just a few 

states that continues to report high daily case counts, near-record hospitalizations, and rising deaths while 

nationwide cases are beginning to decline. As the state continues to lead the nation in COVID-19 case rates, 

Alaska has seen a record 84% increase in cases, while the rest of the U.S. saw a 26% decrease” (NSHC). 

In consultation with Dr. Mark Peterson, NSHC, it was noted that “we are at an all-time high for 

COVID cases in the State with 30%-40% of all COVID cases in our region are in fully vaccinated people”. It 

would be advisable to open NACTEC residential programming once cases start to drop, which can be 

expected in the next 2-3 months. With this guidance the earliest projected planning for residential programs 

would be for a return to residential with the November 29 – December 10 program, or if still not safe, then in 

the early months of 2022 as a lull to the current COVID-19 surge occurs.  

NACTEC remains committed to delivering Career and Technical Education (CTE) in the safest 

manner possible. Where safe for community-to-community travel, NACTEC teachers will bring CTE to 

villages with week-long travel to BSSD sites. Only NACTEC teachers who are vaccinated and have passed a 

COVID test within 72 hours will travel to sites.  BSSD site principals can contact Kevin Busk, Program 

Coordinator, kevinbusk@bssd.org, to arrange on-site NACTEC CTE training this Fall.  

Student applications are still encouraged and are being accepted and processed for residential 

programs. Those students seeking NACTEC residential training need to get vaccinated, or have a medical 

exemption, and provide evidence thereof when applying for residential training programs.  

 


